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Who We Are: in 140 characters or less
You have talent, vision, and skill. Focus on what matters most and let ShootProof do the rest (77 characters)
You are an artist, a dreamer, a doer, a memory maker. You make the world a beautiful place. We want you to be
able to focus on what matters most and let us do the rest (140 characters)

Who We Are: in about 100 words
ShootProof’s mission is simple: we believe in your dreams. We support your pie-in-the-sky and your biggest
what-ifs. We want you to focus on what matters most and let us do the rest. We are a company who believes that
achieving greatness begins and continues with community. We know that true, uplifting relationships are at the
heart of growth and goodness, and we want to be a part of that however we can. (72 words)
Here at ShootProof, we believe in the work that you do. We also believe in simple, intuitive design and freedom of
choice for photographers. With beautiful client galleries, integrated professional labs for printing, and immediate
digital download fulfillment, we empower photographers to upload, share, sell, and print their work. Plus, with the
ability to use their own labs, create invoices and contacts, and design custom mobile apps to drive referrals,
photographers can focus on what matters most and let ShootProof do the rest. (83 words)

Who We Are: the longer version
Here at ShootProof, we empower photographers to focus on what matters most. As a small team of photographers, developers, engineers, perfectionists, and customer service fanatics, we work to give our photographers a
beautiful platform with which to share and sell their work. Our belief is that photographers' sales are the result of
their hard work, so we allow them to set their own prices and keep 100% of their profits: we’ve never charged a
commission-fee and are proud to say we never will.
Because we listen to our photographers and strive to build long-lasting relationships, our services go well beyond
client proofing and print sales; we provide invoicing, contact management, and mobile apps, and we deliver
top-notch customer service. We believe in simple, intuitive design and freedom of choice for photographers. Tens
of thousands of photographers in over 30 countries are now sharing and selling millions of photos with ShootProof. We continue to strive to be the most supportive service available for our clients and the online hub for
photography businesses around the world. (177 words)

